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Why The National Assembly is Relevant

Part III

What is it all about?  Creation, Contracts, Banking. Why all the secrets? The Whore of 
Babylon comes to America. 

BANK OF ENGLAND,     FEUDALISM       CABAL      CANON LAW

WHORE of Babylon.  Queen answers to no one.  Yes they use the constitution as toilet 
paper. Trust= the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something. See page 
6 and 7 of what is this Public trust and trustees are up to? STATE Law says they must be 
licensed and to be regulated by a state agency. The BAR is a monopoly and what you 
may believe is your government has no control over her army and they admit it. The 
Judges in the courts of chancery are bankers never audited that followed a set of loose 
rules to avoid the slow pace of change to give off an illusion that you still have 
constitutional rights. I have known this for 35 years or so. This is the Whore of Babylon’s 
army! They are registered as so. If you have not figured out that all these people/
corporations are in bed with each other and committing crimes in huge numbers. 
Corporations have been given amenity for that you get copycat. What’s being over 
looked today is copycat of the Amish to gain privacy. CCR can buy police and Jewish 
and Arabic are creating front men to operate communities because the system is openly 
corrupt with the Babylon Whore’s army sitting in your public office propagated by jack 
booted cops because of Babylon Whore that came to America.

Below is a small example of a contract in black and white. Things to take into 
consideration, Talk to nobody as this is your evidence. Keep it simple. You are the 
creator, Solomon’s temple.

You first have to clear your hard drive/mind of all the lies you been fed from birth which 
can be a burden.
Then you have to assess every situation. Unlearn being an interloper. People have to 
learn how to act according to nature. Learn to read people. You can’t reason with 
everyone, understand they can’t see realty and people are stuck in a purposely 
contrived Matrix. Smile when approached for that reason. Remember in your 
subconscious that when approached that someone wants something whether it be 
information as an interloper because there is no constitution. Respect other people’s 
equity/property because you don’t own it and neither do they. Remember that the 
pope’s, banks owns the land by   Trusts fraud, after 6” of depth that’s why you need a 
permit for well septic home etc Canon Law. Remember that our military would be 
nothing without the private sector.

You are a bank. They just don’t want you to use it like they do.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_of_England
https://www.bing.com/search?q=FEUDALISM&go=Search&qs=ds&form=QBRE
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cabal
http://www.intratext.com/x/eng0017.htm
https://fourcornersdoctrine.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/notice-of-fraud-24-6-16-2017.pdf
https://www.state.gov/ofm/property/fmc/c53113.htm
https://www.state.gov/ofm/property/fmc/c53113.htm
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The Contract: three days to rescind. Banking or offer, contract goes both ways.
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The Bi-Bull is their playbook other religions books are to cause chaos as their playbooks 
are some of the same old same old bull. Demo-craps are the major player in race wars 
and the Rhinos are not any better. Remember they are the Babylon Whores army. So 
join the National Assembly for the first hour every week and get your Local Jural 
Assembly in your county going. As you can see as some of us will fare better than the 
sheep. The way I live is the way nobody should have to live because reality isn’t fun by 
yourself. I only had problems with some of the Babylon Whores army attorneys who 
may have signed without reading the contract. I just ignore them and proceed, never 
had to file a UCC 1.  Would I file one on a banker? Yes or a Judge-Banker-trustee-
attorney. They don’t like losing their old wise looking distinguished looking Casino buddy 
where house always wins. Filing one is a distress signal like a black box on a plane that 
crashed reporting to the banking system. You may want to skip town or stand up for 
what is rightfully yours. They don’t sit in chambers, they have offices and some panic if 
you just walk in. Remember there is always room for forgiveness and I am not afraid of 
these people and it would depend on how high the stakes are. 

So are the Pope, Knights of Malta, European Banking/Bankers and the Babylon Whore 
going to keep their word? Their Attorney says no and cries of war. What a phony. We 
are 18 years after the 1999 final bankruptcy. Time gives a good indication that this 
Cabal of useless eaters never intended to keep any contract little alone their word. They 
would have you believe a war is needed. What a Bunch of evil benign malignant flesh 
that needs to be terminated.
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